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Chapter 4 FC analysis on Voiced Stop Onsets /b/ and /g/ 

 In this chapter, both Taiwanese /b/ and /g/ onsets are analyzed with the Floating 

Constraint (FC) model of Optimality Theory. The first section 4.1 summarizes the 

onset data from the corpus. The second section 4.2 introduces the constraints relevant 

for onset analysis. The third section 4.3 provides detailed FC analyses on all the onset 

data. The fourth section 4.4 discusses the theoretical implication of the analysis in this 

chapter. 

 

4.1. Data Summary 

 Table (1) provides a closer examination on the separate patterns of both Groups 

A and B onset behaviors. 

 

(1) Group A and B patterns 

  Group A Group B 

/b/ b 84.63% 90.95% 

g 28.40% 62.05% /g/ 

ø 57.40% 28.92% 
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As shown in Table (1), for the voiced bilabial stop /b/, both Groups A and B 

favor the faithful pronunciation /b/ much more than the alternation into a nasal /m/. 

For the voiced velar stop /g/, on the other hand, Group A favors the omission of the /g/ 

onset, while Group B prefers the faithful pronunciation of /g/. 

As noted in the previous chapter, the surface form /m/ takes up no more than 

10% of the data in either groups, and is therefore overlooked in our analysis. That is 

to say, we will only deal with the predominant surface form /b/ for the /b/ onset 

pronunciation. 

 

4.2. Relevant Constraints and Motivation 

To account for the data presented above, several faithfulness constraints and a set 

of markedness constraints would be in order. Let’s first look at the faithful constraints 

(2) to (5). 

(2) DEP-NASALITY(ONSET) (DEP-NAS(O)): Do not insert nasality to the onset. 

According to the Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP), syllables prefer a sharp 

climbing slope in sonority from onset consonant (if applicable) towards the nucleus. 

That is to say, consonants of lower sonority are preferred in the onset position. Nasal 

stops, which are more sonorous, are thus universally more marked than oral stops in 

the onset position. Therefore, when the input onset consonant is [-nasal], the insertion 
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of nasality into the onset slot is disfavored, as formalized in the faithful constraint (2). 

In this study, this constraint serves to rule out /n, ?/ candidates for /g/ onset, as well as 

/m/ for /b/. 

(3) IDENT-SONORANT (ID-SON): Do not alter the underlying [a sonorant] value. 

(4) IDENT-VOICE (ID-VOI): Do not alter the underlying [a voiced] value.  

Constraints (3) and (4) emphasize on the contrasts between obstruents and 

sonorants, as well as voiced and voiceless sounds, which are considered as the more 

“robust” feature contrasts in the universal grammar, as opposed to contrasts between 

aspirated vs. non-aspirated, apical vs. laminal, etc. (Sources include: Jacobson 1968, 

Jacobson & Halle 1956, Chomsky & Halle 1968: 409-10, Kean 1980, Stevens & 

Keyser 1989, Dinnsen 1992, Calabrese 1994, and Clements 2004). As Clements (2004) 

states, robust features are, in general, those that are mastered fairly early in the 

process of language production— one criterion of articulatory ease— and that allow 

one sound to be easily distinguished from another. The two faithfulness constraints of 

these robust features are thus employed here. In practical terms, constraint (3) serves 

to rule out /l/ candidate for the /g/ onset, while candidate (4) rules out /k/ for /g/ onset 

and /p/ for /b/ onset.  

(5) MAX-CONSONANT(ONSET) (MAX-C(O)): Do not delete the underlying onset 

consonant. 
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 (5) is a general universal constraint that prohibits output candidates from deleting 

the onset consonant in the input. The net effect of this constraint on the voiced stop 

onsets is to prevent the underlying onset consonant in question to be deleted. 

(6) MAX-PLACE (MAX-PL): Do no delete the underlying place feature. 

Constraint (6) conforms to the Mandarin phonology, which does not have 

distinctive placeless consonants. That is to say, every consonant has a place, and it 

shall not be deleted. 

The markedness constraint that is relevant  to voiced stop onsets is the universal 

hierarchy of Place Markedness (Trubetzkoy 1939, Jacobson 1941, Greenberg 1966, 

Chomsky & Halle 1968, Kean 1980, Calabrese 1994, de Lacy 2002, Rice 2002, and 

Clements 2004). Since Mandarin has no voiced stops like Taiwanese, and we want to 

capture Mandarin’s influence on the Taiwanese grammar, the place hierarchy is 

expressed in a negative sense, stating which place of voiced stops is Dispreferred 

more than the other. 

For voiced stops, Gamkrelidze (1978:15) claimed that the velar voiced stop /g/ is 

more marked than the labial voiced stop /b/. And since the alveolar voiced stop /d/ is 

absent in both Taiwanese and Mandarin, it is reasonable to assume that *d is 

undominated in both languages. As a result, /d/ is also absent in Mandarin-accented 

Taiwanese, and therefore, *d is irrelevant to this analysis. Such being said, we 
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propose a set of voiced stop markedness constraints, as in (7). 

(7) *g » *b 

With the faithful constraints from (2) to (6), as well as the markedness constraint 

set (7), we can move on to analyze the data in sections 4.3. 

 

4.3. Theoretical Treatment 

In this section, the Optimality Theory (OT) is employed to analyze the data in 

section 4.1. Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 provide detailed FC analysis on Groups A and B, 

respectively.  

 

4.3.1. Group A Grammar 

The Group A informants show a heavier Mandarin accent when they speak 

Taiwanese. However, from chapter three and section 4.1 above, we know that even 

the informants in Group A are not completely ignorant of Taiwanese sounds. This can 

be presumed that the markedness constraint does not completely dominate the 

faithfulness constraints. Actually, in the pronunciation of the /b/ onset, the informants’ 

grammars are much closer to Taiwanese than to Mandarin. To achieve the desired 

outcome ratios for the general pattern, I propose the following constraint hierarchy: 

 

(8) Group A Grammar: 
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… MAX-C(O)…  

DEP-NAS(O), ID-VOI » ID-SON »  *g » MAX-PL     » *b 

  

The faithfulness constraints DEP-NAS(O), ID-VOI, and ID-SON are ranked higher 

to rule out the less common variations of voiced stop onsets, i.e., /n, ?, k, l/ for /g/, 

and /m, p/ for /b/. The markedness constraint *b is ranked lower than all faithfulness 

constraints, which allows /b/ to surface. The higher-ranking markedness constraint *g 

and the faithfulness constraint MAX-PLACE constitute the floating range for the 

floating faithfulness constraint MAX-C(O). In other words, the constraint MAX-C(O), 

which requires the retention of the input consonant /g/ or /b/, floats in relation to two 

anchored constraints, *g prohibiting the surfacing of /g/ and  MAX-PL requires 

retention of the underlying place feature.  

This ranking can be interpreted as follows. Informants in Group A have less 

usage of Taiwanese in daily life, and are thus more likely to rely on the universal 

grammar (MAX-CONSONANT(ONSET)) and the Mandarin grammar (MAX-PLACE and 

*g). The markedness constraint *g is anchored over the faithfulness constraint  

MAX-PLACE, which reflects the Group A informants’ respect for the Mandarin 

phoneme inventory over place feature faithfulness.  

With this set of floating constraint, we can derive all three possible constraint 

rankings to predict the optimal outputs for /b/ and /g/ onsets, as shown in table (9). 
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(9) Results for all constraint rankings of Group A: 

            b g 

DN(

O) 

ID-V

OI 

» ID-SO

N 

» MAX-C(

O) 

» *g » MAX-PL » *

b 

b g 

DN(

O) 

ID-V

OI 

» ID-SO

N 

» *g » MAX-C(

O) 

» MAX-PL » *

b 

b ø 

DN(

O) 

ID-V

OI 

» ID-SO

N 

» *g » MAX-PL » MAX-C(

O) 

» *

b 

b ø 

 

According to these sub-rankings derived from the floating constraint in (9), table 

(10) below compares the winning output percentages predicted by the floating 

constraint (predicted) with the percentages of data observed in the corpus (observed). 

 

(10) Group A surface occurrences, % predicted vs. % observed: 

  Observed Predicted 

/b/ b 84.63% 100.00% 

g 28.40% 33.33% /g/ 

ø 57.40% 66.66% 

 

The percentages predicted by our floating constraint rankings (8) seem a little 

exaggerating at the first glimpse. But it should be noted that for the sake of simplicity, 

the constraint ranking here is designed to account for only two major surface forms. 

That is to say, the constraint ranking is only powerful enough to account for 84.63% 

of the /b/ onset behavior, and 85.80% (28.40% + 57.40% = 85.80%) of the /g/ onset 
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behavior. In order to focus on these major surface form percentages, we would have to 

ignore all other minor surface forms and re-calculate the occurrence percentages for 

both /b/ and /g/ onsets, resulting in “weighted” percentages as shown in (11). 

 

(11) Group A surface occurrences, % predicted vs. % observed (weighted): 

  Weighted Observation Prediction 

/b/ b 100.00% 100.00% 

g 33.10% 33.33% /g/ 

ø 66.89% 66.66% 

 

As (11) shows, focusing on only two major surface forms, the floating constraint 

(8) is pretty accurate in predicting the relative tendencies and proportions for both /b/ 

and /g/ onsets. For the voiced bilabial onset /b/, the faithful pronunciation is 

predominant. The prediction of 100% for faithful pronunciation, therefore, is 

consistent with the data. For the velar onset /g/, omission of /g/ takes up roughly twice 

the proportion than does the faithful pronunciation of it. The predicted percentages 

appear to be a surprisingly close approximation of the observed percentages. On the 

premise that we only attempt to account for the top two surface forms, the floating 

constraint ranking in (8) can be regarded as successful in explaining the Group A 

grammar.  

The following two sections 4.3.1.1 and 4.3.1.2 provide a more detailed 
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examination on onsets /b/ and /g/, respectively, of Group A. 

 

4.3.1.1. Group A: /b/ Onset Analysis 

For a more detailed illustration of the floating constraint analysis on Group A’s 

/b/ onset, all possible outcomes predicted by (8) are laid out in the tableaux of (12). 

 

(12) All possible results for /b/ onset behaviors of Group A 
(12a) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » MAX-C(O) » *g » MAX-PL » *b 
 

/b/ DEP-NAS(O) ID-VOI ID-SON MAX-C(O) *g MAX-PL *b 

F b       * 
m *!       
p  *!      
ø    *!  *  

 
 
(12b) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » *g » MAX-C(O) » MAX-PL » *b 
 

/b/ DEP-NAS(O) ID-VOI ID-SON *g MAX-C(O) MAX-PL *b 

F b       * 
m *!       
p  *!      
ø     *! *  

 
 
(12c) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » *g » MAX-PL » MAX-C(O) » *b 
 

/b/ DEP-NAS(O) ID-VOI ID-SON *g MAX-PL MAX-C(O) *b 
F b       * 

m *!       
p  *!      
ø     *!   
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Since the Markedness constraint *b is outranked by the Faithfulness constraint 

IDENT-VOICE, all the predicted optimal output are the faithful pronunciation of /b/, as 

shown above in tableaux (12a) to (12c).  

In the tableaux of (12), the constraints deal with only the candidates that were 

recorded. According to the core spirit of Optimality Theory, the function GEN 

generates an infinite number of candidates. We can of course include a much wider 

range of candidates, such as /g/, /d/, /k/, /s/, /?/, or even /v/. If we do include these 

possible candidates, however, not only will we include constraints which are 

irrelevant to the current analysis, and we will lose focus of what is actually happening 

in the collected data. To keep the analysis simple and to the point, this study maintains 

the principle of dealing only with the forms that surface in our corpus. 

The reason that DEP-NASALITY(ONSET) is ranked the highest is mainly to prevent 

the voiced velar stop onset /g/ from surfacing as [?], which is rarely the case in the 

corpus. For the voiced bilabial onset /b/ here, the nasal candidate /m/ may seem to be 

the second-highest surface structure, but it still takes up less than 10% of all surface 

forms we recorded. 

With such explanations in mind, our prediction is compared to the observed data 

in table (13). 

 

(13) Group A surface occurrences, % predicted vs. % observed: 
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  Observed Predicted 

/b/ b 84.63% 100.00% 

 

As mentioned in 4.3.1 above, the observed percentages in table (13) are the result 

of considering all recorded surface forms such as /m/ and /p/, which constitute too low 

of percentages to be our primary focus in this study. It was also mentioned that the 

floating constraint in this study is only designed to account for the relationship 

between the two major surface forms. In other words, the floating constraint in (8) is 

only designed to account for predominant tendency, namely /b/, of all Group A /b/ 

onset behaviors. Considering only one major surface form, the predicted sweeping 

percentage seems to fit the data in question just fine, as shown in table (14). 

 

(14) Group A surface occurrences, % predicted vs. % observed (weighted): 

  Observed Weighted Predicted 

/b/ b 100.00% 100.00% 

 

As table (14) shows, when we focus only on the predominant surface form, we 

would only need to deal with one surface form for the /b/ onset: the faithful 

pronunciation of /b/. In this light, the sweeping percentage predicted by the floating 

constraint (8) can be regarded as fairly successful in predicting the overwhelming 

dominance of /b/ in Group A’s /b/ onset behavior. 
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4.3.1.2. Group A: /g/ Onset Analysis 

For a more detailed illustration of the Floating Constraint theory, all possible 

outcomes of the floating constraint ranking (8) are presented in the tableaux of (15), 

where we show all four optimal output selections for the /g/ onset in Group A. 

 
(15) All possible results for /g/ onset behavior of Group A 
(15a) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » MAX-C(O) » *g » MAX-PL » *b 
 

/g/ DEP-NAS(O) IDVOI ID-SON MAX-C(O) *g MAX-PL *b 

F g     *   
k  *!      
l   *!     
n *!       
? *!       
ø    *!  *  

 
(15b) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » *g » MAX-C(O) » MAX-PL » *b 
 

/g/ DEP-NAS(O) ID-VOI ID-SON *g MAX-C(O) MAX-PL *b 

g    *!    
k  *!      
l   *!     
n *!  *     
? *!  *     

F ø     * *  
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(15c) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » *g » MAX-PL » MAX-C(O) » *b 
 

/g/ DEP-NAS(O) ID-VOI ID-SON *g MAX-PL MAX-C(O) *b 

g    *!    
k  *!      
l   *!     
n *!  *     
? *!  *     

F ø     * *  
 

 Tableaux (15a) to (15c) show that out of three possible sub-rankings of (8), the 

faithful pronunciation of /g/ is only chosen once as the optimal output— when the 

universal faithfulness constraint MAX-C(O) floats above the Mandarin-specific 

markedness constraint *g. As MAX-C(O) floats lower than *g, as in (15b) and (15c), 

/g/ is ruled out, and ø (omission) wins out as the optimal output.  

As mentioned in section 4.3.1.1, the highest-ranked DEP-NAS(O) serves to rule 

out the candidates /n/ and /?/, which are of minor percentages in the corpus.  

Given that the constraint-based grammar is able to account for a theoretically 

infinite number of candidates, we focus on what is actually possible in the informants’ 

phonological system and propose a succinct grammar accordingly. 

The observed and predicted percentages of faithful pronunciation and omission 

of the /g/ onset are compared in table (16). 
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(16) Group A surface occurrences, % predicted vs. % observed: 

  Observed Predicted 

g 28.40% 33.33% /g/ 

ø 57.40% 66.66% 

 

At the first sight, it may seem that the prediction over-estimates the percentage of 

omission. However, as mentioned above, the observed percentages in table (16) are 

the result of considering all recorded surface forms, including /k/, /l/, /n/, and /?/. 

Although these four other surface forms constitute a total of 14.20% in the observed 

data, none of them constitute more than 10% individually. Therefore, their 

percentages are too low to be considered our primary focus in this study. If we are to 

focus on only the top two surface forms, as with the case in (13) and (14), we can 

re-calculate the percentages, which are shown in (17). 

 

(17) Group A surface occurrences, % predicted vs. % observed (weighted): 

  Weighted Observation Prediction 

g 33.10% 33.33% /g/ 

ø 66.89% 66.66% 

 

Table (17) shows that, considering only the top two surface forms, the contrast 

between omission (66.89%) and the faithful pronunciation of /g/ (33.10%) is better 

enhanced. It also shows that the floating constraint (8) is very successful in predicting 

the dominance relationship and proportion in 85.80% of Group A /g/ onset behaviors 
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(57.40% + 28.40% = 85.80%): omission wins out about twice as often as the faithful 

pronunciation of /g/. 

 

4.3.1.3. Group A summary 

 In sections 4.3.1.1 and 4.3.1.2, the floating constraint in section 4.3.1 is applied 

to the /b/ onset and the /g/ onset of Group A, respectively. It is shown that this floating 

constraint (8) is able to reflect the relative tendencies of both onsets in Group A. It is 

thus fair to say that the Floating Constraint model (Reynolds 1994) successfully 

accounts for the Group A onset grammar. In the following section 4.3.2, we will 

further examine the FC model application on Group B grammar. 

 

4.3.2. Group B grammar 

For the informants in Group B, who have a more faithful pronunciation of the 

Taiwanese sounds, it is reasonable to assume that more faithfulness constraints are 

respected in their grammar. Therefore, we posit that the lowly-anchored faithfulness 

constraint MAX-PLACE joins MAX-CONSONANT(ONSET) to float around, and thus has 

a chance to dominate, the markedness constraint *g. 
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 (18) Group B Ranking: 

MAX-C(O) 

DEP-NAS(O), ID-VOI » ID-SON »  MAX-PL       » *b 

                 *g   

 

Compared to the Group A grammar (8), Group B’s floating constraint (18) 

promotes the faithfulness constraint MAX-PLACE into a floating constraint, which 

enables it to rank above the markedness constraint *g, and consequently allows the 

faithful pronunciation to surface more often as the optimal output. 

With two faithfulness constraints floating around one markedness constraint, the 

floating constraint in (18) generates six possible sub-constraint rankings for group B. 

All the sub-rankings, along with the optimal outputs they select, are listed in table 

(19). 

 

(19) Results for all constraint rankings of Group B: 

            b g 

DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » MAX-C(O) » MAX-PL » *g » *b b g 

DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » MAX-PL » MAX-C(O) » *g » *b b g 

DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » MAX-C(O) » *g » MAX-PL » *b b g 

DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » MAX-PL » *g » MAX-C(O)  » *b b g 

DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » *g » MAX-PL » MAX-C(O) » *b b ø 

DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » *g » MAX-C(O) » MAX-PL » *b b ø 
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According to these sub-rankings derived from (18), the predicted winning output 

percentages are compared with the data observed, as shown below in table (20). 

 

(20) Group B surface occurrences, % predicted vs. % observed: 

  Observed Predicted 

/b/ b 90.95% 100.00% 

g 62.05% 66.66% /g/ 

ø 28.92% 33.33% 

 

From table (20), we can see that the predicted percentages and those observed 

are rather close. The dominance of the faithful pronunciation over alternation is 

shown in both /b/ and /g/ onsets. We can also weight the percentages as done in 

previous sections, which would allow us to focus on the major surface forms of Group 

B data. 

 

(21) Group B surface occurrences, % predicted vs. % observed (weighted): 

  Observed Weighted Predicted 

/b/ b 93.35% 100.00% 

g 68.20% 66.66% /g/ 

ø 31.79% 33.33% 

 

Table (21) shows the weighted percentages of the Group B onsets. It is clear that 

the predicted percentages match the observed percentages even better when the latter 

are weighted. The dominance relationship is better enhanced as well. That is to say, 
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we can confirm that the floating constraint (18) is rather successful in accounting for 

the Group B grammar. 

More detailed analyses on the /b/ and /g/ onsets are presented in the following 

sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.2, respectively. Section 4.3.2.3 concludes this subsection of 

the Group B Grammar. 

 

4.3.2.1. Group B: /b/ Onset Analysis 

For a more detailed illustration of the floating constraint analysis on Group B’s 

/b/ onset, all six possible outcomes predicted by the floating constraint (18) are laid 

out in the tableaux (22a) to (22f). 

 
(22) All possible results for /b/ onset behaviors of Group B 
(22a) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » MAX-C(O) » MAX-PL » *g » *b 
 

/b/ DEP-NAS(O) ID-VOI ID-SON MAX-C(O) MAX-PL *g *b 

F b       * 
m *!       
p  *!      
ø    *! *   

 
 
(22b) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » MAX-PL » MAX-C(O) » *g » *b 
 

/b/ DEP-NAS(O) ID-VOI ID-SON MAX-PL MAX-C(O) *g *b 

F b       * 
m *!       
p  *!      
ø    *! *   

 
(22c) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » MAX-C(O) » *g » MAX-PL » *b 
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/b/ DEP-NAS(O) ID-VOI ID-SON MAX-C(O) *g MAX-PL *b 

F b       * 
m *!       
p  *!      
ø    *!  *  

 
 
(22d) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » MAX-PL » *g » MAX-C(O) » *b 
 

/b/ DEP-NAS(O) ID-VOI ID-SON MAX-PL *g MAX-C(O) *b 

F b       * 
m *!       
p  *!      
ø    *!  *  

 
 
(22e) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » *g » MAX-PL » MAX-C(O) » *b 
 

/b/ DEP-NAS(O) ID-VOI ID-SON *g MAX-PL MAX-C(O) *b 

F b       * 
m *!       
p  *!      
ø     *! *  

 
 
(22f) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » *g » MAX-C(O) » MAX-PL » *b 
 

/b/ DEP-NAS(O) ID-VOI ID-SON *g MAX-C(O) MAX-PL *b 

F b       * 
m *!       
p  *!      
ø     *! *  

 

From tableaux (22a) to (22f), it is clear that /b/ surfaces as the optimal output 

because the markedness constraint *b ranks below all faithfulness constraints. Since 

this constraint ranking is designed to account for the observed data, we can compare 

the predicted percentages with those observed in table (23). 
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(23) Group B surface occurrences, % predicted vs. % observed: 

  Observed Predicted 

/b/ b 90.95% 100.00% 

 

Table (23) shows that the one dominating surface form in all Group B’s /b/ onset 

data is /b/. In this sense, it is reasonable to predict that /b/, the only dominant surface 

form, takes up 100% of all surface occurrences. Therefore, the percentages in (23) are 

weighted in table (24). 

 

(24) Group B surface occurrences, % predicted vs. % observed (weighted): 

  Observed, weighted Predicted 

/b/ b 100.00% 100.00% 

 

As shown in table (24), the prediction of a total dominance of /b/ onset is not too 

much of an exaggeration if we aim to account for only the predominant surface form. 

At the same time, table (24) also shows that the floating constraint (18) can be 

considered successful in accounting for Group B’s /b/ onset behaviors.  

 

4.3.2.2. Group B: /g/ Onset Analysis 

This section goes on to examine the application of the floating constraint (18) on 

Group B’s /g/ onset behaviors. For a more detailed illustration of the floating 

constraint analysis, all six possible outcomes predicted by the floating constraint (18) 
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are laid out in the tableaux (25a) to (25f). 

 
(25) All possible results for /g/ onset behavior of Group A 
(25a) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » MAX-C(O) » MAX-PL » *g » *b 
 

/g/ DEP-NAS(O) ID-VOI ID-SON MAX-C(O) MAX-PL *g *b 

F g      *  
k  *!      
l   *!     
n *!       
? *!       
ø    *! *   

 
 
(25b) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » MAX-PL » MAX-C(O) » *g » *b 
 

/g/ DEP-NAS(O) ID-VOI ID-SON MAX-PL MAX-C(O) *g *b 

F g      *  
k  *!      
l   *!     
n *!       
? *!       
ø    *! *   

 
 
(25c) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » MAX-C(O) » *g » MAX-PL » *b 
 

/g/ DEP-NAS(O) ID-VOI ID-SON MAX-C(O) *g MAX-PL *b 

F g     *   
k  *!      
l   *!     
n *!       
? *!       
ø    *!  *  
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(25d) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » MAX-PL » *g » MAX-C(O) » *b 
 

/g/ DEP-NAS(O) ID-VOI ID-SON MAX-PL *g MAX-C(O) *b 

F g     *   
k  *!      
l   *!     
n *!       
? *!       
ø    *!  *  

 
 
(25e) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » *g » MAX-PL » MAX-C(O) » *b 
 

/g/ DEP-NAS(O) ID-VOI ID-SON *g MAX-PL MAX-C(O) *b 

g    *!    
k  *!      
l   *!  *   
n *!    *   
? *!       

F ø     * *  
 
 
(25f) DN(O) ID-VOI » ID-SON » *g » MAX-C(O) » MAX-PL » *b 
 

/g/ DEP-NAS(O) ID-VOI ID-SON *g MAX-C(O) MAX-PL *b 

g    *!    
k  *!      
l   *!   *  
n *!     *  
? *!       

F ø     * *  
 

Tableaux (25a) to (25d) show that the faithful pronunciation of /g/ surfaces as the 

optimal output when the markedness constraint *g ranks below at least one of the 

floating faithfulness constraints MAX-PLACE and MAX-CONSONANT(ONSET). On the 

other hand, when both MAX-PLACE and MAX-CONSONANT float below *g, omission 

would win out, as in tableaux (25e) and (25f). Out of six possible sub-rankings of (18), 
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/g/ is predicted to win out four times, and omission twice. The observed and predicted 

percentages of /g/ and omission (ø) for Group B’s /g/ onset are compared in table (26). 

 

(26) Group B surface occurrences, % predicted vs. % observed: 

  Observed Predicted 

g 62.05% 66.66% /g/ 

ø 28.92% 33.33% 

 

 Table (26) shows that /g/ and ø together compose 90.97% (62.05% + 28.92% = 

90.97%) of Group B’s /g/ onset data. The faithful pronunciation of the /g/ onset is 

observed to dominate over omission. Table (26) also shows that the prediction of (18) 

captures this dominance, as well as reflects the percentages for the two major surface 

forms. To conform to all other percentage comparisons in this study, and to focus only 

on these two major surface forms, we weight the percentages in table (27). 

 

(27) Group B surface occurrences, % predicted vs. % observed (weighted): 

  Observed, weighted Predicted 

g 68.20% 66.66% /g/ 

ø 31.79% 33.33% 

 

  

Similar to the last section on Group B’s /b/ onset, the percentages in (27) are not too 

different from those in (26). The weighted percentages only slightly enhanced the 
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contrast between /g/ and ø percentages, which now seem even closer to the predicted 

percentages. It is thus reasonable to say that the floating constraint (18) is successful 

in predicting Group B’s /g/ onset behavior pattern. 

 

4.3.2.3. Group B summary 

Sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.2 have shown that the floating constraint (18) in 4.3.2 

is rather successful in predicting both /b/ and /g/ onsets for the Group B data. The 

predictions match the observed patterns not only in the dominating relationship, but 

also in the proportions of the top two surface forms.  

From tables (23) versus (24) and (26) vs. (27), we can notice that the weighted 

percentages in Group B are not much different from the original data. The reason is 

that the Group B informants are more consistent in their pronunciation, with less 

alternation than the Group A informants. The major surface forms of /b/ and /g/ onsets 

constitute 84.63% and 85.80% in Group A, as opposed to 90.95% and 90.97% in 

Group B. This stability of pronunciation can be account for with the increased 

influence of the faithfulness constraints in Group B grammar. The faithfulness 

constraint MAX-PLACE, which is anchored below the markedness constraint *g in 

Group A grammar, becomes a floating constraint in Group B grammar, where it 

enjoys the possibility of ranking above the markedness constraint *g. This simple 
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change of status results in two different grammars that account for the data in Group 

A and Group B. 

 

4.4. Theoretical Implication 

 Section 4.3 provided a thorough analysis on the general pattern, Group A 

grammar, and Group B grammar. It is shown that, through changes in the floating 

range and anchoring/floating the constraints, the Floating Constraint model proposed 

by Reynolds (1994) accounts for all the onset data in our corpus with the same set of 

relevant constraints. Not only does the floating constraint model successfully predict 

the two surface forms’ dominating relationships in each onset in each group, it also 

predicts, rather accurately, their relative proportions. Therefore, it is fair to say that the 

Floating Constraint model effectively and economically accounts for the onset data in 

this study. The next chapter will go on to examine the application of the FC model on 

the coda data in our corpus. 

 


